AUTUMN PHONE BAG

FINISHED SIZE: 5” WIDTH X 7” HEIGHT X 1” DEPTH (APPROX.)
The Autumn Bag is a petite bag designed to carry your
phone while holding your basic needs with its easy access
phone pocket, and a zipper pocket to securely store and
keep your belongings. With a compact design, the Autumn
Bag can easily carry your everyday essentials in ease. The
bag is designed for those who don’t like to use the heavy
weighted bags! A small but convenient bag, start the
Autumn Bag today!
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MATERIAL LIST
FABRIC
44” wide heavyweight home decorator OR quilting
weight cotton
(1/2) Yard for exterior fabric
(1/4) Yard for lining
44” wide leather, artificial leather
(1/8) Yard for flap, side pieces and strap
INTERFACING
(1) Fat Yard of 44” wide light weight fusible interfacing
TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine,
Pins, Needle, Shape tool, 10mm Double Cap Rapid
Rivets Tools, Hammer
* All seam allowances are 3/8”
unless specified otherwise
*All units are in inches.
** After printing the pattern and taping the pieces
together, please follow the reference the provided size
guide (3" or 5").

OTHERS
(1) 4” All-purpose zipper for lining zipper pocket
(1) 18mm Magnetic snap or (1) 3” Length, 1” wide
hook and loop fastener
*** Magnetic snap could damage your phone or
credit card. If you are concerned about installing the
magnetic snap for the closing, please use a hook &
loop fastener instead.
(2) Sets of 10 mm double cap rivet for leather strap
(2) 15mm D-rings
(2) 15mm inside wide lobster swivel clasps for
adjustable fabric strap
(1) 15mm wide slider strap adjuster for adjustable
fabric strap
Non toxic fabric glue
(1) Spool of coordinating thread
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